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[ BABYLONIA and ASSYRIA

It: :2/{{(Q)CS~~* ~?)@Ji'&:~ [ Why 60 Seconds Make a Minute )

cuneiform (cu-ne'-i-jJrm) writing. It was necessary for the Babylonian boy to master three or
four hundred different signs, instead of the few
signs which make up our alphabet. Each pupil
was given a tablet covered with soft clay, on
which he wrote with a reed stylus. When the
tablet was filled he could smooth out the marks
with a flat stick or stone, or could make himself
a new tablet with a fresh ball of clay.
In learning to write the pupil first made long
rows of single wedges in three positions horizontal, vertical, and oblique. When he could
make the single wedges neatly, the master set
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him to work on the wedge-groups which form the

signs themselves. Then he undertook words
and phrases, and finally whole sentences and
quotations.
The art of writing was very highly valued by these
ancients. One of their proverbs reads: "He who shall
excel in tablet-writing shall shine like the stm."
Babylon b ecame t.h e capital of all Babylonia about
2350 B.o. Various Assyrian kings attacked and conquered
it, and in 689 D.o. it.c:; walls, temples and palaces were razed
to the ground because of a revolt against ~c:;syrian rule .
The city was soon rebuilt, however·, and flourished for a
time under independent rule. It rapidly d eclined when
conquered by the Pet-sians (538 B.c.). In 275 B.o. the remaining inhabitants were removed to a new city, Seleucia.
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STRANGE EMPIRES that FLOURISHED WHEN the
WORLD WAS YOUNG
.
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ABYLONIA AND GREAT sculptured slabs of stone and glazed-brick system o£ counting by
ASSYRIA. Schopictures of lion-hunting kings, · as well as whole 60's instead of by

lars are unable to t ell libraries of baked clay tablets filled with the literature lOO's, from which has
us whether civilization and learning of far-off times, attest the greatness of the come our division of
first arose in Egypt or civilization which flourished 5,000 years ago in the the hour into 60 minin that part of the valley of the Tigris and the Euphrates rivers where ut e s and 0 f the
valley of the Tigris
legend locates the site of the Garden' of Eden.
minute into 60 secand Euphrates rivers of western Asia which onds. In the centre of the Plain of Shinar (as
we call Babylonia. At all events, here lay one Babylonia was then called) rose a great tower
of the earliest cradles of civilization.
on a temple, which is regarded as the original
Long before 3000 B.o., the predecessors of Tower of Babel and the remote ancestor of our
the ancient Babylonians (called Sumerians) modern church steeples.
Each one of the little towns of the Plain of
were living in tiny city-states along the lower
course of the twin rivers, in small towns built of Shinar in that early day owned the land for a
sun-dried bricks. They irrigated their barley few miles round it, and the period 3050 to
and wheat fields by extensive canals, and they 2750 B.o. is known as the Age of the Sumerian
wrote letters and kept records on tablets of City Kingdoms. The inhabitants had come
baked . clay by means of their curious wedge- from what aTe now the mountains of Persia, to
shaped " cuneiform " writing. They used a the east, and apparently were not related to any
HOW ASHUR-BANI-PAL SLEW THE LIONS
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This fine example of Assyrian animal sculpture records the prowess of Ashur- bani-pal, last of the great Assyrian emperors. The rider of the horse in the rear, after having planted three arrows in the body of the king of beasts, has fallen.
In depicting the human figure the Assyrian artists were monotonous and formal, but they were remarkably successful
in their modelling of animals. You may see this work of art in the British Museum.
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